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• A monitoring event (ME), formerly called a contact profile, is the record on which contact or case 
monitoring takes place. Each ME is now associated with a person record, which has a unique P# 
identifier and helps you to see all of an individual’s MEs in one place. 

• Person records display a snapshot of an individual’s basic info and list all their MEs in one place. They 
are stored in a new tab called People. 

• Because person records help to link an individual’s monitoring events, the previous cloning and 
connecting processes for handling multiple monitoring events are no longer necessary and have 
been removed from the system. (As a result, Event # is no longer present and any records previously 
created through cloning have been assigned a unique C#.) See p.6 for info about what to do instead.

A new functionality has been introduced to CCTO to generate person records, which are used to link monitoring 
events for the same individual. In light of the recent surge, this update has been designed to work smoothly with 
existing workflows and minimize disruption. See below for a full description of changes and impact.

Monitoring Events & Person Records

C#0000022222
Inactive

NC COVID Event ID of
Source Patient
#1: 101555676

Last Date: 9/25/20

NC COVID Event ID of
Source Patient
#2: 101345876

Last Date: 10/3/20

C#0000011111
Inactive

NC COVID Event ID of
Source Patient
#1: 101443445

Last Date: 9/1/20

C#0000033333
Active

NC COVID Event ID of
Source Patient
#1: 101333888

Last Date: Ongoing
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Person Record 
Holds P#, a unique 
identifier that attaches 
to each monitoring 
event for the individual.

Monitoring Events
Records with the same P# 
but unique C#s.* Each 
represents a unique 
monitoring period for the 
same person.

Activities & 
Assessments
Same as always!

Contact Event Contact Event Case Event**

Person Record

• *Events now have unique C#s. Event #s are no longer necessary, but Legacy Event 
#s and Legacy C#s can be viewed in system information.

• **Shown as example – it is still not required to monitor cases within CCTO!

See the graphic below for an illustration of how a person record fits into CCTO.
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Understanding Person Records

1. The P# (Person #) field is a unique, 
automatically generated person identifier. 
This provides a unique identifier for each 
individual, replacing the old functionality of 
a C#. (C#s are now used as the unique 
identifier for each monitoring event; 
therefore, Event #s are no longer necessary. 
Legacy C# and Event #s can be viewed on 
the System Information page.)

2. Person records display locked fields with a 
snapshot of the individual’s basic 
information. This is pulled from the most 
recent ME to have the Sync to Person 
Record? field set to “Yes,” which happens 
automatically when a record is edited or 
manually created (see p.5).

• What is a person record? A person record 1) displays all of the monitoring events (MEs) associated 
with a particular individual and 2) provides a locked snapshot of their basic information. Each 
individual who has one or more MEs within CCTO should have one unique person record. 

• How is a person record created? A new person record is generated when a new ME is created for 
someone who does not currently exist within CCTO. When new MEs are created for individuals who 
already exist within CCTO, they are attached to an existing person record. See p.4 for details on how a 
new person record is created or how an existing ME is associated with a person record. 

Information Found on a Person Record
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Example of a Person Record 
within the People Tab
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Using Person Records to See an Individual’s Monitoring Events

1. The Monitoring Events page within a 
person record displays a list of each active 
and inactive ME that has been associated 
with this individual’s person record.

2. You can create a new monitoring event for 
this individual (previously done through 
cloning – see p.6) by clicking the + New 
Monitoring Event button on the top right 
of this page. This will create a new ME that 
is automatically associated with this person 
record and that has basic information pre-
populated. Remember that if this person 
already has an active ME you can update 
this event to include any new information 
and should not create a duplicate event.

Using the People Tab

Finding Person Records Using Views

The People Tab contains default views for All 
People, Person Records with Potential ME 
Duplicates, Persons Associated with Active 
MEs, and Persons Associated with My Active 
MEs. 

Because person records are not used for 
monitoring, they are not marked as active or 
inactive. To help you find a person who is 
currently being monitored, you may choose to 
use the Persons Associated with Active MEs or 
the Persons Associated with My Active MEs 
views.  

For awareness, the Person Records with 
Potential ME Duplicates view exists in order to 
list person records with two or more monitoring 
events that may be potential duplicates. Any 
people who have an ME flagged as a potential 
duplicate will appear in this view.
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Associating Monitoring Events With Person Records

Associating Monitoring Events with Person Records

1. When you create a new ME, there will be a
Person field. If you search the system and
identify the person associated with this ME,
enter them in the Person field. If you do
not identify a match, leave Person blank.
The system will automatically look for a
matching monitoring event* when the
record is saved and 1) associate the current
ME with the person record of the matching
ME OR 2) create a new person record for
this ME as appropriate. A duplicate
warning will appear if a person match is
found – this is okay! Proceed with saving
as long as you are not duplicating an
active ME.

2. This process may take a few minutes, and
you should refresh your screen to verify the
associated person record. You can then
proceed as normal with assignment and
monitoring.

• What is a monitoring event? Monitoring events (MEs), formerly also called contact or case profiles, 
are the records on which case or contact monitoring takes place. Each ME has a unique C#. In the 
most recent CCTO update, all instances of the word “contact” were replaced with “monitoring event.”

• How do they relate to person records? Each ME is associated with a person record (see p.2), which 
lists all MEs for an individual, holds a snapshot of their basic info, and provides a P#. When a new ME 
is created and the “Person” field is blank, the system will automatically look for a matching person 
and either 1) associate the ME to an existing person record if a match is found or 2) create a new a 
person record for the ME if no matching person is found.

Example of a Monitoring Event 
within the Monitoring Events Tab
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*The system uses these sets of criteria to 
look for a matching person record:

• First Name, Email
• First Name, Last Name, DOB

• First Name, Phone
• Phone, DOB

Note that the system will also search for matching person records 
for events from NC COVID and the case patient portal.

1
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• The locked basic info displayed on a person record is a snapshot of the most recent monitoring
event that has been synced to the person record. (First and Last Name fields will not update when a
new ME is synced. If you require this change, please reach out to an admin* or the help desk.)

• CCTO automatically syncs a person record with the most recently created ME whose Approved to
Sync to Person Record? field (found in the System Information page) was set to “Yes.” Each time a
new ME is created manually within CCTO, this toggle is set to ”Yes” and the person record will sync
to it automatically; however, records from NC COVID and the case patient portal will be set to “No.”
An example of this can be seen on the next page.

3. If the person record identified automatically
by the system is incorrect:

• Clear out the Person field by clicking “x.”
Search and select the correct existing
record within the Person field. OR

• If a record does not exist, work with an
admin user who can use the Create New
Person? toggle (or submit a help desk
ticket) to override the system matching
and create a new person record.*

For your awareness, the Look for Match (Create
New Person if No Match) toggle automatically
turns to “Yes” when a ME is saved without a
person record associated with it. No action is
required to use this toggle, and it exists primarily
for data-cleaning purposes.

Unique to the ME

Unique to Person

Understanding P# and C#

Each person record has a unique P# identifier to
mark an individual within CCTO. Due to this, the
C# field on MEs now describes a unique
identifier for an ME, NOT an individual.
Therefore, the previous Event # field is no
longer necessary, and any records previously
created through cloning (which had shared C#s)
have been assigned a unique C#. (The legacy
Event # and C# fields can be found on System
Information page.)

*If you are an admin user, ensure you set the Create New 
Person? toggle within the Admin Form to “Yes” immediately 
after clearing out the Person field; otherwise, the system will 

auto-save and rematch the ME with the incorrect person 
record. 

ADMIN 
FORM
ONLY
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Syncing Person Records and the “Approved to Sync to Person Record?” Field
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1. Visit the Person field within the active or
inactive ME that is not associated with the
correct person record. Click “x” to remove
the incorrect person record.

2. Search and select the appropriate person
record to which this ME should be linked.

3. When you are finished, save your work. The
ME is now linked to the correct person
record.

*As with connecting, this process only applies to non-
concurrent MEs. If a contact is being actively monitored in
more than one place, you should follow deduplication
processes.
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Linking Active & Inactive Monitoring Events for Same Individual (formerly done by “connecting”)*

1. Search for this person within the People Tab
and click on their person record.

2. Within the person’s Monitoring Events
page, confirm that they do not already have
an active ME in the “Active MEs” box.

3. Click +New Monitoring Event to create a
new monitoring event for this individual.
The individual’s basic information will be
pre-populated on the new ME, and it will
automatically be linked to their person
record. This replaces the previous cloning
functionality. Proceed with assignment and
monitoring as normal; no further action is
required.

Handling Multiple Monitoring Events Using Person Records

Creating a New Monitoring Event for an Existing Individual (formerly done by “cloning”)
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Syncing Person Records and the “Approved to Sync to Person Record?” Field (cont’d)

• If a ME should be synced to a person record,
you can manually change the toggle from “No”
to “Yes.” Editing an ME will also automatically
sync it to the associated person record.

*Admins ONLY: To update the name shown on a person record, use 
the Admin Form to update the First Name, Last Name, AND Full 

Name (Record Label) fields. See final page for details.
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FOR ADMINS ONLY

Please note that the First Name and Last Name 
on a person record do not update when a new 
monitoring event is synced and will instead 
reflect the first monitoring event that created 
the person.

To update the name listed on a record, admins 
should access the Admin form and update the 
First Name, and Last Name AND Full Name 
(Record Label) fields.


